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Matrix Transformations on 
Generalized Sequence Spaces 
MANJU GUPTA AND J. PATTERSON* 
1. IKTRODUCTION 
The matrix representation of a continuous linear map on a scalar-valued 
scqucnce space (SVSS) i. when it is equipped with a topology compatible 
with the dual pair (j., i. x ), i )r being the Kijthe dual of i., finds numerous 
applications in the study of various aspects of functional analysis, for 
instance. nuclcarity theory, theory of locally convex spaces, summability 
domains, etc. (see [IO, I I, 131 and several references given therein). 
Besides. a natural generalization of the theory of scalar-valued sequence 
spaces to that of vector-valued sequence spaces (VVSS) in the last two 
decades has paved a new direction in the development of the nuclearity and 
the Schauder decomposition theory (cf. [ 13, 81). By now we have a good 
literature dealing with the theory of VVSS, available in the form of 
monographs, theses and research papers. e.g., see [ l-8, 12, 13, 15, 161. 
Thus in view of the vast importance of the VVSS theory, it becomes very 
natural and intcrcsting to explore the possibilities of generalizing the 
overall theory of matrix transformation from scalar-valued to vector-valued 
sequcncc spaces. However. no one except possibly Gregory appears to have 
considered this problem seriously. Indeed, in his recent dissertation, he has 
attempted the problem of rcprcscnting an arbitrary continuous linear map 
on VVSS in terms of an infinite matrix of continuous linear operators on 
the underlying spaces. Our aim of writing this note is to deal with such a 
study in the most general setting and to characterize nuclear and prccom- 
pact diagonal operators on VVSS. These results in a natural way envelope 
the corresponding results known in the theory of scalar-valued sequence 
spaces. 
‘This author acknowledges with thanks the support given to him by Lniverslly Grants 
C‘ommisswn. India. to carry out his research under the Faculty Improvement Programme. 
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2. BASIC COYCEPTS 
For the terminology of locally convex spaces and scalar-valued sequence 
spaces, WC follow, respectively, Horvath [9] and K&he [ 1 I]. The norm of 
a vector space X is denoted by 11 I y and the symbol used to denote the 
topological dual of a locally convex space X is X*. 
The vector-valued sequence spaces considered in this paper are defined 
in two ways. To be precise, for a dual pair (X, Y) of vector spaces defined 
over the same field C4, a cccfor-calued sequence space or a generalized 
sc~yuenc~r S~UW (VVSS) is a vector space A(X) of sequences from X. By the 
generalized K&he dual A x ( Y) and the generalized b-dual Aa( Y) of A(X), 
we mean, respectively, the spaces 
(A(X))’ -Ax(Y)= :J.!) c Y: 1 I(s,..~.,)l < x,V {.u,) in A(X) ; 
I--I 
(A(X))“= A”(Y)= I J’,) c Y: c (.\-,. .I.,) converges V {.v,) in A(X) 
I 
The generalized Kothe dual of A X ( Y) is denoted by A x x (X) = (A x ( Y)) x 
and so on. The space A(X) is said to be pr~@ct if A(X) = A X X (X). A subset 
M of A(X) is said to be normul if for S = (.u,) EM and (x0 c 06, with 
lx,1 6 I, i3 I. the sequence (r,.~,) E 44. For an SVSS i and a VVSS A(X), 
WC define 
A VVSS A(X) is said to bc mono/one if m,, A(X) c A(X) where m,, is the 
span of the set of all scalar scqucnccs having coordinates 0 or 1. 
Clearly. every perfect sequence space A(X) is normal and every normal 
sequence space is monotone. Also, A x ( Y) c A”( Y). If A(X) is monotone, 
then A’(Y)= A”(Y) (cf. [S]). 
The vector-valued sequcncc spaces containing all sequences (.\-,) from X 
and those sequences (.v,; c X with X, = 0 for all but tinite indices i are. 
rcspcctivcly, dcnotcd by R(X) and G(X). 
If we assume that @(X)C A(X), then (A(X), AX(Y)) forms a dual pair 
with respect to the bilinear form 
B(.Y, .t’) = x (.Y,, .I.,>. .i = (s,) E A(X), .f = ;>‘,I E A x ( Y). 
, . . I 
Thus WC can dcfinc various Z-topologies on cithcr of the spaces, for 
instance, on A(X), the rwak topology o(A(X), A ‘(Y)), the Macke~~ 
topology s(A(X). A X ( Y)) and the sfrong topology jl(A(X), A ’ ( Y)). 
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The tzth-.scJcrion of an element .U = {.Y,} E n(X) is the sequence .(s,, .vz ,..., 
.Y,,. 0,O . . . . j denoted by .Ccn’. For s E X, the symbol S,’ stands for the sequence 
( 0, 0, 0 ,..., St 0, 0 ,... ) . 
1 
ith place 
WC also make use of the following notions introduced in [5]. 
I~INITION 2.1. (i) A VVSS n(X) equipped with a Hausdorff locally 
convex topology .P is called a GK-.spu~c if the maps P,,,: n(X) + X. 
P,,v(.?) =.v,. i3 I. arc continuous. (ii) A GK-space is said to be GAK-spuw 
if for each .\- = (.v, I E ,I( X). s”” - “.C in .F. (iii) A VVSS (,4(X). 3) is said 
to be a MI’-spucc~ (resp. G.‘$C‘-.Y~IU~YJ ) if the maps R,,, : X + A(X). 
R,,,(.u) = (i,‘, for i>, I and .r E X, arc continuous (resp. sequentially con- 
tinuous). In the case when X= 06. we get the notions for SVSS and the 
space in dclinitions (i) and (ii) above is. respectively. referred to as a 
K-S~NW and an A K-spuw. 
Concerning the dual of a VVSS n(X). WC need the following result from 
c51. 
t'ROPOSITION 2.2. 11. (A (h'). .F ) is u monototw. hurrr/kd, GAK- und 
Gc-.spucY~. tkcr? [A ( x, ] * = A x ( Y ). 
Let us now consider a normal SVSS i and a locally convex space (X, 1’) 
where T is generated by the family 9 of all continuous semi-norms on X. If 
.d denotes the collection of all bounded subsets of X, WC assume that the 
dual X* of X is equipped with the strong topology /1(X*, X), generated by 
the family { pH: HE .d ) of semi-norms. whcrc pH( /‘) = sup:, Jo: s E B). 
We dehnc 
j.(X)= ” ’ , ,.\ ,,.. Y,EX. i3 I such that (p(.\-,)l ~i,Vpp~~/;. 
and 
2*(X*)= [ (,/;). /;E X *, i >, 1 such that ( p,<(./;); E i *. V BE .H). 
To topologizc i.(X), WC suppose that j. is cquippcd with a normal 
E-topology 7‘;. compatible with the dual pair (;.. ;. x ), i.e.. T; is generated 
by the semi-norms p,\. SE 2. where 
/ly(ii)=SUp C IZ,i l/1,1: I/l,) E.\’ 
i I cl I 
and t is a family of normal hulls of balanced. convex, a(i. x, i)-bounded 
subsets of i x, covering i Y. Then the family { ps p: SE E. pe 9) of scmi- 
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norms on j.(X) generates a Hausdorff locally convex topology on ;(A’) 
denoted by T,,,,,,. If i and X are normcd spaces, then ;.(,I’) is also normed 
with respect to the norm I! ‘I;,, ,) defined by 
Ii.\.,11 ,, , , = i ( I/.\.,;1 k ) ,I,. 
The norm topology on i. is always assumed to be compatible with the dual 
pair (i. i * ) so that T, = r( i. X x ) and thus (;.. T,) is an AK-space [ 10. 
Theorem 8.3 1. The norm : , can also bc assumed to be tnonotone. i.e., for 
1.. 1 
IA! ,* I/i,; E; with I’A,/ < j/1,1, i>, 1. the inequality I (r,; I ,, < Ii [/I,; i , holds 
[I. p. IX]. The unit vectors 0’. i > I. in i arc the sequences 
] 0. 0 . . . . . I . 0. 0 . . . . ; 
1 
it h-space 
A Banach k’-space i is known as a BK-.srllc~~. 
Concerning the space (i( A’). I‘,, , ,). WC make use of the following results 
due to Kimpc [I]: 
PRol’oSlTlo~ 2.5. bitr 0 tiortt7cd .spucf~ X, [i(X)] * = i  ^ (X*) = (j.(X))*. 
Proof In view of the preceding proposition, we need prove the first 
equality. Clearly, i. ‘- (X* ) c (4 X)) 1 
For the other inclusion. consider ( 1,) E(~.(X))~ and ix,) pi. Then WC 
can find a sequence (.v,) c X with I.v,I \ < I, i> I. such that 
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Since i. is normal, ()lr,~,jI,~j~i and so x,s, I(r,.r,,j;)r<x. Hence 
1, 3 , Ir,l (1 ,f,ll ,Y- < x, and so { j; ) E i. x (X*). This completes the proof. 
Coming to the discussion of nuclear and precompact operators for which 
we follow [ 131 and [ 173, respectively, let us consider two normed spaces 
X and Y. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A linear mapping Z: X + Y is called nuckur if there 
exist sequences (.I’,,) c Y, (,/,1 c X* with 
such that 
For a nuclear map Z, its nuclear norm N(Z) is defined by 
NZ)=inf 
i 
C I .v,,I y I ./;,I! \- , 
n.r I 1 
where the inftmum is taken over all possible representations of Z. 
It is known that the composition of a nuclear operator with a continuous 
linear operator is always nuclear [ 13, p. 521 and the pointwise-limit of a 
Cauchy net in the nuclear norm of nuclear operators is always nuclear [ 13, 
p. 511. 
DEFIKITION 2.7. A linear mapping Z: X + Y is said to be prrc~onrpuc’! if 
the image Z(B) of the closed unit ball R of X is a prccompact subset of Y. 
Following is a well-known result proved in [ 171. 
3. MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we consider linear transformations represented by 
matrices of linear operators. We assume throughout that (X, T,,.) and 
( Y, Ty) are two Hausdorff locally convex spaces with corresponding duals 
X* and Y*, respectively, and (n(X), nX(X*)), (II(Y), A”( Y*)> form 
dual pairs of vector-valued sequence spaces. Then we define 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A linear map Z: n(X) -+ A( Y) is said to be a 
T,-mutri.v trutt.sfbrtnation or a mutri.u tran.sfbrmutiot7 jtatn A(X) to A( Y) 
wlatiw to Ty, if there is a matrix [Z,,] of linear maps Z,,: X + Y, i, j = 
I . 2, 3,. . . . such that for each .V= [.v,\ E n(X), the series I,, , Z,,(.y,) con- 
verges to J’, in Y with respect to I‘, for each i> I and 
J‘, = c Z,,(x) = P ,,) (Z(.C) 1. 
I.’ I 
Norc,. Gregory defines the notion when Y is equipped with the weak 
topology a( Y. Y*) and characterizes such transformations in the following 
form [2]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (A x (X*), a(A x (X*), A(X))) he sequentially com- 
plete and p( Y*) he a subspace of A ‘(Y*) so that (A(Y), p( Y*)) forms a 
duul puir. Then u lineur mup Z: A(X) + A( Y) is a( A(X), A x (X*)) - 
a( A( Y), p( Y*)) cwttfinu0u.s if‘ and on!,~ if‘ it is a a( Y, Y*)-tnutri.\- truns/or- 
mution of nwrlilj~ continuous lkar mups ~fi.am X to Y. 
Making use of this result, we prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (A( XI, 9) und (A( Y), 9’) he !~\‘a monotone barrelled 
GC’- und GAK-spuws. Then u linrur mup Z: A(X) + A( Y) is .F - 9’ con- 
/inuotr.s fund on!,~ if it cutt hc> rt~prcsrntc4 /I?* u n1utri.u [Z,,] aj’ T, - T y  con- 
titiu0u.s litwur mups Z,, jrotti X to Y. 
I’rooJ Let Z be a .F - .F’ continuous linear map from A(X) to A( Y). 
Define Z,,: X 4 Y by Z,, = P,,, Z R ,,,, for i. .j3 I. Clearly. Z,, are con- 
tinuous linear maps from X to Y. Making use of the GAK-character of the 
space A(X). one can easily verify that Z can bc represented by the matrix 
[Z,,l. 
Conversely, let Z bc represented by a matrix [Z,,] such that Z,,: X + Y 
are T, - T, continuous and so they are a(X. X*) - (T( Y, Y*) continuous 
(cf. [9. p. 2561). Making use of Proposition 2.2 we have A x(X*)= 
[A(X)]* and A * ( Y*) = [A( Y )I*. Also from the barrelled character of the 
spaces A(X) and ,4 ( Y ). we have 
.F==(A(X).Ax(X*)), 
:F’=5(A(Y), Ax(Y*)), 
and the space (A * (X*), a( A ’ (X*), A(X))) is sequentially complete (cf. [9, 
p. 2181). Therefore using Proposition 3.2 and a result given in [9, p. 2531, 
the map Z is .F - -7’ continuous. 
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We now introduce the following 
DEFINITION 3.4. For a matrix Z E [Z,,] of linear maps Z,,: X + Y. 
i, j> I, we define its transpose Z’ as the transpose of the matrix of adjoint 
maps of Z,,, i.e.? Z’ = [Zz]. 
The following result includes the result of Allen [IO, Proposition 3.31 for 
scalar case. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A(X) hc monotonc~ untl (A x (X*), a(A x (X*), A(X))) 
hr .sequmtiall~* complutc. ! f  Z i.s u a( Y, Y*)-mutrix trans~brmution ,jbl 
A(X) to A( Y) represcwtcd hi, the ma/ri.r [Z,,] ~/‘a( X, X*) - rr( Y. Y*) con- 
tinuous liniwr mups Z,,: X + Y, then Z’ is a a( X*, X)-mu/ri.\- trunsffbrmution 
jiom A x ( Y*) to A x (X*). 
Proo/: Since Z is a( A(X), A V (X* )) -- a( A( Y), A x ( Y*)) continuous by 
Proposition 3.2, its adjoint Z* would map A x (Y*) into A x(X*). So, the 
result would be proved if we show that Z’ = Z*. 
Let us consider ,e = ( g, ] E A x ( Y*) and lix it. For .\- = I .Y,) E A(X). write 
J = Z(S), where j’, = z,?, Z,,(.r,) and the convergence of the series is 
relative to the CT( Y. Y*) topology in Y. Then 
Since the above equality is true for any .\-E A(X), it follows that the series 
I,, ,(.Y,, Z,l;(g,)) converges for each /I 3 I. Hence the sequcncc ,f” = 
(Z,T(gn);,e(A(X))“. Write 
Then from the equality 1 (.u. p - F”) 1 = Ix,:‘- ,,, , , ( .I’,. g,) I. it follows that 
(F’ 1 is a a( (A(X))“. A( X))-Cauchy sequence and so there exists I,/; ) = .JE 
CA(x)1 ” such that 
pa 1‘ in a((A(X)))l. A(X)). 
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If F’ = {F,, ), then 
I;,,,= i Z,:(g,). 
/-I 
Since ((n(X))l’. a((n(X))“, n(X))) is a G/C-space where X* is equipped 
with the topology c(X*, X), we have 
F,,, 4 f, in (T( X*. X). 
or 
1‘= c Z,T(g,) I in a( X*. X). 
t- I 
Thus ZJ(!:)=l: wherepE[n(X)]“=,l”(X*). by monotonicity of /1(X). 
Also, from (.) we have 
(.\-. Z*(g)) = lim (.\-, P) 
,I * I 
= (.f. f) 
= (.v, z-(<q,). 
This is true for each .C E n(X) and hence 
z*(<q)=Z1(j), for KE/~~( Y*) 
Consequently. Z* = Z. and Z’ is a well-defined map from A ’ ( Y*) into 
A “(x*). 
The above result leads to 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let A( Y) be a perfkr VVSS such that (A(Y), 
a(A( Y), A x ( Y*))) is sequenrially c~otnplete. If  Z is a malt-ix of‘ a(X, X*) - 
(T( Y. Y* ) cwnrinuous linear tnups Z,,: X + Y .wch that irs transpose Z 
rrunsfkws A x ( Y* ) 10 A * (X*) relariw to the ropolog~~ C( X*, X), then Z is u 
C( Y, Y*)-nwtri.u ~runsfitrtnrrtion fiotn A(X) 10 A( Y). 
Proof: Since Z’ ’ = Z, the result is immediate from Theorem 3.5. 
Diugonul Iran.~~~~rtticttioti.~. These transformations correspond to 
diagonal matrices of linear maps defined in the following. 
DIYFINITKni 3.7. A linear map Z: A(X) 4 A( Y) is a diugonul tnarrix 
rrunsfbrmution or just a diagonul trutwfitrmution if it can bc represented in 
the form of a matrix [Z,,] of linear maps from X to Y such that Z,, = 0, for 
i# j. Z,,=%,, i> I; and for .U= (.v,) in A(X), Z(.\-)= {Z,(x,)). 
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We denote by Z’ and Z’“’ the maps from A(X) to A( Y 
tively, by 
) defined, respec- 
and 
Z’(Y) = to, 0 ,..., Z,(.u,), 0, 0 ,...I = S?‘,‘, 
!  th place 
;> I. 
Z”“(S) = {Z,(.u, ), Z,(.u,) ,..., Zn(Xn), 0, 0 )... ) = 
or Z”‘)=~,~, Z’. 
We shall take up the discussion of nuclear and precompact characters of 
such maps in the next section. We observe that a diagonal matrix transfor- 
mation Z is always associated with a sequence of operators on underlying 
spaces. The problem of inducing a diagonal matrix transformation on 
VVSS which corresponds to a given normal SVSS i., from a given sequence 
{Z,] of operator on underlying spaces, is solved in 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let (Z, ) he an eyuicontinuous farnil)* qf linear maps 
,jLom X to Y. Then the map Z defined h.v Z(.U ) = ‘( Z,(x,,) } is a continuous 
diagonal transjkrmation from j.( A’) into i( Y). 
Proof Since (Z,,) IS equicontinuous, for y E LLr, there exists p E Sx such 
that 
q(Z,,(.v)) d P(.UL V.rEX, n3 1. 
Thus for {.r,,) l i(X), {q(Z,(.r,))i l j., V’ye9’,. Hence {Z,,(.\-,,)j~i(Y). 
Since the topology on i. is normal. the continuity of Z is clear. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. In the h~*pothesi.s of’ rhe preceding proposition, assume 
thut X und Y ure Bunach spaces. Then the adjoint Z* of Z is the linear mup 
Z~:i”(Y*)-ri” (A’*), i.e., Z* = Z’ c I Zz ). n.here Z,* ure the &joint 
maps of the operutors Z,,‘s. n 3 1. 
ProoJ From Proposition 2.4, (j.(X))* = j.“(X*) and (i.( Y))* = i x (Y*) 
and Z* transforms i x ( Y*) into i. x (X*). Now, for .\- = (.v,) E i(X) and i = 
( g, ) E i. x ( Y* ). we have 
(S, z*(g)) = (Z(S), 2) 
= c (Z,,(-\.,,). ‘!?,,> 
N :’ I 
= n;, c-v,> Wg,,)) 
= (.\-, {Wg,,) >. 
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This is true for every S E j.(x) and so 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3. IO. [f’;. is a1.w~ a Banach space such lhat lIenI/ ,, = 1. ./OY all 
n > I, thrn I Zll = sup, IT , IIZ,, I. (Here the norms arc the usual operator 
norms. ) 
Proof: Since 2,:s are equicontinuous, we have 
IIZ,,(.r)ll , 6 SUP ll~,ll li.4 X, V.YEX, n3 1. 
For .f = {.r, 3 E i.(X), consider 
IlW)ll;., Yb = I i IIZ,,(-v,,)II ,}I.;. 
6 I!IIlZ,,l II.~nllx~ll;. (since the norm on i is monotone) 
6 I sup I Z,ll{ Ib”I~.U) Ii 
!I3 I 
=sup ILZ,II II{lI~~,,IIx)II;. 
“21 
Hence 
= sup llzqIl l1-fll j.(X). 
,I > I 
II-4 G SUP IIZ,,ll. 
,r> I 
On the other hand, if we choose XE X with I/.Y~,,~< 1, then clearly 
li(i,:fl /,(x,6 1. for all n> I, since lje,l/l;= 1, Vn> I. Thus, 
l!Zll 3 sup l,Z,ll. 
!I> I 
This leads to the equality I’ZI’ = sup,, 5 I IIZ, I. 
4. NWLEAR ANI> PRECOMPACT DIAWKAL OPERATORS 
In this section we consider the nuclearity and precompactncss of 
diagonal operators in terms of coordinate operators. We start with 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Lrt A(X) and A( Y) hc, respeclioely, Ihe GC-normed 
and GK-nortned spaces and Z = { Z, ), Z,: X + Y, he a diagonal map jiiom 
A(X) IO A( Y). Then the nuclearirv of Z implies the nuclearirjs oj’ Z, for each 
i> 1. 
40Y:100!I-c 
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P~w$ Follows from the continuity of P,,, , R,,,y and the fact that Z, = 
P ,,) Z, R,,,v for each i3 I. 
Proc$ Clear from the relation %’ = R,, ys Z, P,, \. V i 2 1. 
If we consider the VVSS j.(X) defined with the help of an SVSS E., we 
have 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Ler (j.. i 11 ,) hv u BK-AK-normul .wqucwcc .spucc~ untl 
( .I’. !I / , ). ( Y, /I II , ) hc (U’O Bunach sprrcx~s. Jf Z = { Z, ) is a diugonul nuckur 
mup ,froni i.(X) to j.( Y), then cuds Z, is nidwr unrl 1, :, , N(Z,) < 7.. 
Proof: Since Z: j.(X) + j.( Y) is nuclear. wc can find sequences :,/“‘I) c 
[i(X)]* and : J”) c i.( Y) such that 
,,J II 1”’ I ,,, \ ,,’ ‘7’7 /, 1 I < 3 
and 
PT.\-) = 1 (.Y* 1”) .1”‘, 
,I I 
for all .y E i(X). 
From Proposition 2.4. WC can identify each 1” with the sequence 
I I’” R,. \ I E i * (A’*) such that 
where 
C I f” R ,..\ II, . , \ ., .I .f” I I, ) , < %,. 
?I .. I 
Therefore 
and so 
z’(.r) = C (x,, .I‘” R,,, > +f”> 
n -* I 
Z,(x) = P,,,-(z’(6;)) 
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NOW for fixed n 2 1, 
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= 
( sup C lx,1 II .1“’ R,..vll .Y* :1,; ,>.I 11, > II ( I !‘:I’ Y 1 II /. 
3 C I .r:‘II t ;I./“’ R,, I k.0 
, z I 
by choosing 
Hence 
and so Z, is nuclear, for each i >, 1. Moreover this also lcads to the con- 
vergencc of the series x, I , N(Z,). for 1, -, , ;Y(Z,) d z, .z , x,, -. , I !‘:‘/I t 
1: 1”’ R, \ II , . < Y-. 
A’ot~. Observe that the nuclcarity of each Z, also follows from 
Propositions 2.3 and 4.1. 
For concluding the nuclcarity of Z from that of Z,‘s. we have the follow- 
ing 
Proof: From Proposition 2.3. the spaces 2(X) and i( Y) are GK-. GAK- 
and CC‘-Hanach spaces. Therefore the maps Z’“‘. n 2 I. are nuclear maps 
and 
lim Z”“(.V) = Z(F), for all .U E j.(X). 
,I . r 
Also, for nt, tt E N with tn > n. the inequality 
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implies that (Z “I’) is a Cauchy scqucncc in the space of n&car operators 
from j.(X) to i.( Y). Hence Z is nuclear. 
A variation of the above result is contained in 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Lef i.. X, Y. j.(X). j.( Y) be u.y in the preceding 
proposition und Z = (Z, i he u diugonul mup jirotn i.(X) inlo j.( Y) such that 
euch Z, is nuclear und x, :. , N(Z,) < ,x. Further, assume fhur (c’ j is u houtz- 
ded sequence in both /he .spuce.~ i. und i ’ Then rhe map Z is nuclear. 
Proof: Since each 2, is nuclear. one can find a sequence (.I’;) c X* and 
(J,;: c Y such that for i>, I. 
and 
Then one can easily show that for i>, I 
Clearly, the sequence (~5,“) cj.x(X*)= [j.(X)]*, (6,“) ci.(Y) and 
I,&?) ,4”(P) I!6~‘IIj.(Y)GKK’ IIS:IlX* IIY~IIY~ for all n > 1, 
i> I, where K and K’ are the numbers such that i’e’llj, <K and I ~‘11,~ 6 K’, 
V i 2 1. Thus each Z’ is nuclear and 
N(Z’) < X( Z,), Vi> 1. 
Hem IX, bI N(Z’) < CC. Now, proceed as in the preceding proposition to 
conclude the nuclearity of Z. 
Concerning the precompact diagonal maps, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let (X3 II II ,u). ( Y, II II ) ) he IMW normed spaces und 
(2, II ,I ;) he a normal K-, AK-normed spuce such that lle’ll,, = 1, ,fiw each 
i >, I. Then u diugonal mup Z = ( Z, ) : j.(X) + j.( Y) is precompact fund on!): 
if‘ each Z,: X 4 Y is precompucl and I ZJ -+ 0 us i + x. where 11 II denotes 
the operuror norm. 
ProoJ Let B and B,, ,,I be, respectively. the unit balls in X and i.(X). 
Let Z be precompact. Then Z(B;,,v,) is precompact in A(Y) which is a 
6 K-space. Hence P,, ,j Z( B,,, ) )) is a precompact set in Y. Now one can 
easily show that Z,(B) c P,,,.(Z(Bj,,,y,)), i3 I. Hence each Z, is precompact. 
MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 67 
In order to show that IIZ,i! + 0 as i + X, choose E > 0. Then WC can find 
a sequence ( .Y, ) c B with 
IlZ,!. < IlZ,(.v,) I ) + r::‘2, for i>l 
Since ‘Ib;:‘II,,,., = I .Y,!, ,V < I, i> I, and Z is precompact, it follows that the 
set (Z(h,‘,): i3 I ) is precompact in j.( I’). Hence we can lind linite indices 
n, . . . . . . ..n.,, such that for every i>, 1, there exists n,. 1 dj<wz. such that 
,lz(O,\,) - Z(ij,::.)li,, ) , CC/~. 
Choose n, = max(n,, n, ,..., n,,,) and observe that IIZ(6:1)IIj,, ,,, = lIZi(x ,,. 
Since the norm of E. is monotone, we have for i > n,, 
I Z,(.Y,):l ) = ‘iZ(6,“) I,, ), 
6 i!z(ciy - z((j,;;) I,.,), 
<c 2. 
Hence 
12,ll <I:, for i>n,,. 
This completes the proof of the necessity part. 
For the converse. Ict us assume that the operators Z,‘s are prccompact. 
Since i( Y) is a GC-space. the sets (R,,, Z,)(B) would be precompact sets 
in i( Y) for each ia I. Also one can verify that Z’(B,,,,)c (R,,v( Z,)(B), 
i 3 I. Hence the operators Z’: i.(X) + i( Y), i > I. are precompact which in 
turn imply the prccompactness of the operators Z”” = x;=, Z’. Now con- 
sider 
,I% - Z”“, = sup ’ )O. 0 . . . . . j z,, , I(.\.,! ( , III,. ,IZ,,. I(.\‘,,+ :)I; , “‘I I, 
: \.: I- /I,,), 
< SUP iZ,I sup ii : 0. 0 ,.... I .v,, + , ,I , . 1,-v,, :,! , ... I I:, 
, ‘,I f I : \.: ( /I,,\, 
,< sup I%,‘1 --* 0 ilS II + %. 
I .,,-, 
Hence from Proposition 2.X. Z is prccompact. 
‘I‘hc authors would like to express their gratitude 10 Professor P. K. Kamthan for his useful 
commcnls and suf2gestionb. 
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